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Presiding, John M. Pfau, Ph.D., President

Processional
Arthur Wenk, Ph.D., College Organist

Order of Procession
Faculty Marshals
Mary A. Cisar, Ph.D. Elliott R. Barkan, Ph.D.
Graduates
Faculty
College Marshal
James D. Crum, Ph.D.
Advisory Board
Arthur J. Forbes, B.A. James K. Guthrie, B.A.
Chairman
Platform Party

Invocation
Calvary Baptist Church of San Bernardino

Anthem
Alleluia
College Chorus

Randall Thompson

The Commencement Address
Thomas H. Kuchel, J.D.
United States Senator from California 1953-69

Presentation and Investiture
Of Candidates for Degrees
Gerald M. Scherba, Ph.D.
Vice President for Academic Affairs

Conferring of Degrees
President Pfau

Benediction
The Reverend Mr. Bradford

Recessional
Dr. Wenk
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE, BACHELOR OF ARTS

Fall, 1970

Winter, 1971

Spring, 1971

Summer, 1971

Stephen S. Abbott, History
David F. Adame, Biology
Babette Lynne Addis, Spanish
Thomas Roy Ahrens, Business Administration
Arcila Aleman, Spanish
With Honors
LeDewey E. Allen III, Psychology
Anthony Lee Amendt, Political Science
Donald Michael Anderson, Sociology
Mary Elizabeth Angel, Sociology
Alexander G. Armstrong, Sociology
Martha Alicia Arzaga, Spanish
Benton Wallace Atkisson, Business Administration
Leelismay Azar, Art
Edward Malouf Ballantyne, Business Administration
Gracene Barnes, Sociology
Robert A. Barnes, English
Steven Michael Bauer, Physics
Robert Bruce Bean, History
Mary Perez Bermudez, Spanish
With Honors
Mark Ellis Biddison, Economics
Richard Frederick Bishop, History
John Carlton Blakely, Jr., Psychology
Tracy Dale Boatman, Sociology
Rose Mary Bolger, Biology
Roger Kent Boman, Business Administration
Robert Everett Botts, Business Administration
Carol Ann Bouldin, Psychology
With Honors
Donna Anne Bradley, History
Everett L. Brittain, Jr., Sociology
Dula I. Brock, Drama
John David Brooks, English
Douglas L. Brown, Political Science
Joseph Hunter Brown, Sociology
Marlin Lee Brown, Social Science
Michael Gregory Brown, Music
Michael Edward Burke, Business Administration
  With Honors
Frederick Carl Burrell, Business Administration
John Phillip Burtt, Sociology
Maria Lourdes Busch, Spanish
Billie Busse, Psychology
  With Honors
Beulah K. Butler, Music
Jerry Bynum, History
Richard R. Byrd, Psychology
Evelyn Angela Cáballero, Art
Florence F. Cahn, Sociology
Patricia Ellen Capps, Business Administration
Michael Thomas Carpenter, Biology
Patricia Jeraldine Carthen, English
Mary Lu Casey, English
William E. Casey, Jr., Business Administration
Roy C. Casillas, Sociology
William Y. Casillas, Psychology
Sharon Chaiken, Psychology
Herman Chairez, Psychology
David Charlebois, Psychology
  With Honors
Jayne Bridgit Chavez, Sociology
Theodore R. Chinn, Sociology
Cheryl Ruth Ciabattini, Psychology
Garry Olney Clark, Sociology
James Michael Clark, Political Science
Roger Clarkson, Business Administration
James Michael Cloyd, Sociology
Alan Wesley Coffeen, Political Science
Brian Ray Collins, English
Stanley Ray Conerly, History
Ida Contaoi, Sociology
Villa Cook, Psychology
  With Honors
Alexandria Cooley, English
Donald Robert Cooper, Psychology
Earl Dennis Cornell, Political Science
Tina J. Coussoulis, Sociology
  With Honors
Kathy Criswell, Sociology
Susan Clare Cromer, History
  With High Honors
Dorothy Virginia Culver, English
  With Honors
Thomas A. Cunningham, Sociology
Patricia H. Curry, Sociology
William John Cutforth, Psychology
Betty Matilde Dale, History
Ian Dalgetty, Biology
David D. Daries, Business Administration
Marilyn Christenson Darkens, Sociology
  With Honors
Annie P. Davis, Sociology
Earl Henry Davis, Art
Gordon Marcellus Davis, Sociology
William Charles Davis, Jr., Business Administration
Judy Decker, History
Darryl Antoine De Laune, Sociology
Tula Ann Demas, Sociology
       With Honors
Kathleen L. de Vos, English
Kay Di Antonio, Sociology
Helen Marie Diaz, Sociology
William McArthur Dillon, Business Administration
Marilyn Martha Dixon, History
John Wayne Dodson, Psychology
Robert S. Dozier, Business Administration
Michael Joseph Draney, Business Administration
Lawrence Michael Drucker, English
John Jay Dudding, Sociology
George Michael Dudley, Political Science
Douglas Dennis Dulin, Psychology
Lark Lynn Dulion, Biology
Harold E. Dunbar, Business Administration
Michael W. Duvigneaud, Sociology
Charles Kenneth Eckert, Business Administration
May Margaret Economy, Psychology
Antonia Marie Ecung, Political Science
Kenneth M. Edwards, Political Science
       With Honors
Toni Kaye Egan, Sociology
Luther M. Ekblad, History
Susan Elizabeth Eldridge, English
Kenneth Allen Ellsworth, Business Administration
       With Honors
Zena Germaine Epps, English
Irma Louise Espinosa, French
Robert L. Evans, Sociology
Patricia Marie Ference, English
Penelope Helen Finch, Psychology
Mary Flatley, Sociology
Rudolph R. Flores, History
Sonia Franklin, Sociology
Harvey C. Friedman, Drama
Harry Carson Frye, Economics
Dennis A. Fultz, Business Administration
Anastasia Alexandri Fuson, French
Walter P. Gallagher, Political Science
Richard Donald Garcia, History
David Henry Garrity, Political Science
John Robert Garvin, English
Gary John George, English
Gary John George, History
Lee Winters George, English
Mary Ann George, Sociology
Norma Gifford, Sociology
Terry C. Glidewell, English
Douglas Glodt, History
Sherril Emma Gomes, Business Administration
Louis Salazar Gomez, Spanish
Oscar Castro Gonzalez, Sociology
Robert Edward Gordon, English
Maxie N. Gossett, Biology
Diane Lyn Gould, History
Lawrence A. Graebner, Business Administration
Alan William Graham, Political Science
Gordon V. Graham, English
Bernice Marie Gramlich, History
J. Anthony Green, English
Marjorie Green, English
Nancy Mauser Greening, Sociology
Fred W. Grindle, Sociology
William L. Groenendaal, Business Administration
Darlene Hague, English
Juanita Faye Haley, Sociology
Kenneth Daniel Hardy, Business Administration
Ida L. (Roberson) Harrell, Sociology
David C. Harrington, Sociology
Thomas P. Haugh, Psychology
Roger Kent Hawk, Biology
Robert Thompson Hayes, History
Camelia Marie Hazelton, History
Lucien J. Hebert, Jr., Business Administration
Thomas H. Hennessey, Sociology
Timothy John Hernandez, Business Administration
Stephen Max Hesse, History
Ronald M. Hill, English
Edward L. F. Hilts, Psychology
Thomas William Hirsch, History
Lynda Lee Schaffer Hlubik, Sociology
Elmer L. Hockman, Social Science
Robert Earl Hodge, Jr., Sociology
Larry A. Hodges, Sociology
Patricia JoAnne Hoehn, English
With Honors
James Brady Hoffman, Political Science
William Ray Holden, History
Jerry A. Hook, Business Administration
Eric John Horne, Chemistry
Larry Edward Horton, History
Ronald J. Hume, Psychology
Courtney G. Hundley, Sociology
Ronald Eugene Hunter, History
Martha Page Hutton, Sociology
Judith Ann Hyde, Psychology
Stephen John Imialek, Psychology
Robert Charles Ingram, History
Burdell Henry Jaacks, Psychology
David M. Jackson, Business Administration
Helen Ruth Jackson, Sociology
Stephen Andrew Jacob, Mathematics
   With Honors
Elizabeth Ann Jacobson, Mathematics and Physics
   With Honors
Ronald Jerome Janesh, Political Science
Carolyn Jaye, English
Arthur Michael Jimenez, Political Science
Lucia Eugenia Jimenez, Psychology
Lawrence J. Johnson, Business Administration
Paul Harned Johnson, Spanish
Elizabeth S. Johnston, English
Sandra Kay Joy, Sociology
Lonna C. Kamps, Sociology
Dale Andrew Karr, English
Libby Kelly, Social Science
Louis W. Kelly, Jr., Mathematics
Susan Catherine Kemp, Sociology
   With Honors
William Edward Kessler, Psychology
John W. Kichak, Business Administration
Jonni Reay Kincher, Psychology
John Wesley King, Biology
Michael Alan Kirkham, Psychology
John Crist Kirwan, Political Science
Alvin Henry Klassen, Mathematics
Allen Augustus Kleinbeck, English
Gina Elizabeth Kohler, Sociology
Phillip R. Kohn, Business Administration
Paul Joseph Kopach, Sociology
Richard Alan La Cues, Sociology
John L. Lakes, Business Administration
Robert Land, Psychology
William J. Landers, Political Science
Donald B. Lannon, Psychology
Patricia Lynn Lawrence, English
G. Yavonne Layne, Psychology
   With Honors
David Rodney Lazier, Chemistry
Richard Martin Leeson, English
Verna Lee Leggit, Sociology
Nicholas R. Leigh, Psychology
Don T. Leonard, Art
Marcia Kathleen Lier, English
Ronald Stuart Lindsay, Social Science
Ronald Stuart Lindsay, Psychology
David Elliott Lo, Business Administration
Barbara Jo Lockwood, English
Enedina Lopez, Sociology
Patsy Ann Lopez, Art
Robert Alcala Lopez, Mathematics
Shirley Ann Loreman, Business Administration
   With Honors
Sonja L. Lowery, Psychology
Mark Lyons, Business Administration
Michael Marden McCall, History
With Honors
Kathleen M. McCalmon, Sociology
Steven Arthur McCambly, English
Kathy Pritt McCann, History
James Martin McCarthy, History
Mary Anne McCarthy, English
James Patrick McCarty, Political Science
Patrick Albert McCombs, Mathematics
With Honors
Elaine L. McCusker, Art
Richard J. McGlynn, Business Administration
Rockie Jo McKee, English
Terrance John McPherson, Music
David Madrigal, Business Administration
James Michael Majer, History
Christina Lynn Mallory, English
Helen B. Malone, Business Administration
Kay R. Malone, History
Marianne Maloney, English
Edwin V. Manes, Business Administration
Forrest F. Markham, English
Colene Martin, Sociology
Charles C. Martinez, Philosophy
With Honors
Gilbert Arthur Martinez, Sociology
Stef’ne Ann Martone, English
Sherri Marita Mathewson, English
Laura Lee Mauldin, English
Ralph Louis Maurer, History and Social Science
With Honors
Ernest James Medina, Sociology
With Honors
Sallie Ann Meeh, Sociology
Philip E. Merchant, Business Administration and Political Science
Charlie Titus (Masterson) Merritt, Psychology
George William Metcalfe II, Sociology
John Harold Meyer, Business Administration
David L. Miller, Sociology
Michael Gregory Miller, Sociology
With Honors
Notra Cosetta Mitchell, Psychology
Terry Allan Mitchell, Mathematics
Albert Mongold, Sociology
Judy Ann Monroe, Psychology
Mark Stephen Monroe, History
Sharon C. Morentin, Psychology
John Grant Morey, Art
Margaret Annette Mount, Sociology
Richard Vincent Mulford, Business Administration
Robin Elaine Mulgannon, Sociology
John Joseph Nagel, Biology
Glenn Alan Nelson, Business Administration
Joan E. Neumann, English
With Honors
Mel E. Newquist, English
John W. Newton, Jr., Sociology
Charles Hammond Nickle, Sociology
Bobbie Jean Noller, English
Joseph W. Norris, Sociology
With Honors
Thomas Wesley Norris, Psychology
Elaine Jane Ringoot Novello, French
Konstance Marie O'Neal, Psychology
Brent W. Opheikens, History
Robert M. Osborn, Business Administration
Charles Barton Osbun, History
Cynthia Ann Overholt, Sociology
Marlene J. Padavick, Art
Linda Joan Palicki, Business Administration
Norma Eileen Palmer, Sociology
Maurice B. Parkes, Psychology
Noris Paul, Sociology
Michael Otto Peart, Business Administration
Donna J. Pederson, Sociology
Vee L. Pelkey, Sociology
Dianna Jean Pelletier, French
With Honors
Dorothy Marie Pepin, Psychology
Edward Louis Perez, Sociology
Diane Lynn Phipps, English
Eddie Cleve Phipps, Economics
Thomas Clifford Pinard, History
Jimmy Dale Pinson, Business Administration
Jerry Murrell Pipkin, History
Marcel Rene Pirio, Chemistry
Paul Stephen Plaxton, Political Science
Mehernosh Minoo Pochkhanawala, Business Administration
Millie G. Porter, Sociology
Dale Louise Poteat, Psychology
With Honors
Delbert James Powell, Political Science
Vicki Greenough Powell, Sociology
James A. Prendergast, Business Administration
Jamie Louise Prescott, Sociology
Linda Jo Price, English
Anna Louise Smith Pring, Psychology
George David Putnam, Music
Barbara B. Raddatz, Sociology
Lawrence Elwin Rankin, Jr., Sociology
Gary Stephen Redinger, History
Judy Kay Reichert, Psychology
Frederick Robert Reno, Psychology
Mary Catherine Riggins, Sociology
Edward "J" Roberts, History
James H. Robertson, Sociology
Wilburn Odel Robinson, Business Administration
Rudolpho Robles, French
Anna Maria Rodriguez, English
Daniel Rodriguez, Jr., Sociology
Dana M. Roe, Psychology
Jo-Carol Ropp, History
Harold J. Rush, Jr., Sociology
Patricia Ann Foley Rush, English
Beverly Ann Russell, Political Science
Robert J. Ruth, Sociology
Michael John Rutten, Biology
Mary I. Saavedra, Sociology
Eveleen Mairead Salsbury, English
Robert K Sanborn, French
Juan Bosco Sanchez, Political Science
Lance Leslie Sandvik, History
Charles J. Sarnacki, Psychology
Frederick C. Sayle IV, Physics
Frederick William Scarnati, Psychology
Ruth Anne Scheel, Sociology
Nancy Lou Schellhase, Sociology
With Honors
Richard Emil Schmeling, Jr., Psychology
Marlene Annette Schroeder, History
Barbara Susan Schweitzer, Psychology
With Highest Honors
Glenna Scribner, History
Onni Eric Selenius, History
Vassie Sellas, English
Joan Ilene Senyk, Chemistry
With Highest Honors
Richard Davis Shaul, Psychology
With Honors
Cory Dee Sheffield, Psychology
Robert Paul Shelley, Business Administration
James L. Shepard, Business Administration
Robert L. Sherman, Political Science
Bobbie Earl Shocklee, Political Science
Michael Allen Shouff, History
Col. I. D. Siegel, History
Robert K. Simeral II, Business Administration
Dorothy R. Simonson, Sociology
Kenneth W. Simpson, Business Administration
With Honors
Marcia Rae Slater, Sociology
Dona Muse Sleeper, English
Sandra Eloise Smetters, Sociology
Elvira Joan Smith, History
Erma Smith, Sociology
Gary W. Smith, Psychology
Linda Susan Smith, Mathematics
Valerie Jean Smith, English
William Joseph Souza, Business Administration
Rolland Spafford, Business Administration
Terrell W. Spears, Business Administration
Michael Patrick Stapleton, Drama
Candace Irene Starling, Sociology
With Honors
Danny L. Steele, Sociology
James Henry Stembridge, English
Cecelia Anne Stockfisch, English
Beverly Stockwell, Psychology
Charles Leonard Stout, Political Science
Robert Henry Stranger, Business Administration
Robert Allan Strehl, History
Linda Eileen Stump, Psychology
Ronald D. Sylvia, Political Science
With Honors
Gilbert F. Tarkany, History
Diana Lyn Teeter, Sociology
Grace Ann Teeter, Sociology
Yolanda Sylvia Tennant, French
Michael Francis Thompson, Psychology
Richard D. Thompson, History
With Honors
Jackie Gwen Thomson, Music
With Honors
John Bearss Thwing, Business Administration
Emile Edmond Trahan, French
Josephine E. Turman, Sociology
Barbara Anne Umble, English
Manuel Jesus Valles, Business Administration
Hilda Van Landingham, History
With Highest Honors
David F. Van Moorlehem, Political Science
Edward Arthur Vargas, Business Administration
Johanna Marie Vargo, Sociology
Jennifer J. Vaughn, Sociology
Paul Vega, Spanish
Parviz Vejdani, Economics
Janice Marie Waber, Sociology
William George Wargo, Political Science
Velma Ruth Waugh, History
Lew Fabian Weaver, Business Administration
Kirby De Witt Webb, Political Science
Dortha Wells, Sociology
Eddie Lee White, Business Administration
Wayne Everett White, Sociology
Joya Janelle Wilder, History
Ralph B. Wilks, Political Science
Dale Richard Williams, Sociology
Jo Ann Williams, English
Robert L. Williams, Jr., Business Administration
Vicki A. Williams, Psychology
Yadira Williams, Spanish
Eugene Rhodes Wilson, History
Suzanne Wilson, Sociology
Lawrence Joseph Winking, Sociology
With Honors
Neil Melone Winston, Psychology
With Honors
David H. Woodard, History
Frank Xavier Woolard, Chemistry
Robert Dexter Wright, Business Administration
James Yee, Political Science
  With High Honors
Earl Rayburn Young, Psychology
  With Honors
Karen Lynn Malinka Young, Mathematics
Douglas K. Youngsma, Mathematics

Fall and Winter Quarter graduates are listed with honors achieved at time of completion of their degree requirements. Spring and Summer Term graduates are candidates for honors, as listed, based upon their grade-point averages at the conclusion of the Winter Quarter.